1. Print out flash cards.
2. Cut the cards out to see if you can match the definition to the word!

Springtime holiday celebrating rebirth

Easter
Пасха
Рáскха

Eggs decorated with Ukrainian folk designs

Рysanki
Писанки
Рysánki
Traditional Russian Easter bread

Kulich
Кулич
Kulích

Small animal that hops

Rabbit
Кролик
Królik

A place that hosts Easter services

Church
Церковь
Tsérkov
Traditional Russian Easter greeting and response that means “Christ is risen” “Indeed, he is risen”

Христос воскрес
Воистину воскрес
Khristós voskrés
Voístinu voskrés

Fuzzy baby sheep

Ягнёнок
Yagnyónok

A short time before Easter when Russian Orthodox believers limit their food to celebrate the holiday

Fast
Пост
Post
Easter always falls on this day of the week.

Easter is an example of one of these special celebrations.

Sunday
Воскресенье
Voskresénye

Holiday
Праздник
Prázdnik